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THE CASH FLOW OF A RETROSPECTIVE RATING PLAN 

GLENN MF.YtKS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the state of the property and casualty insurance industry 
could be characterized by three highs: high combined ratios, high interest rates, 
and a high degree of competition. Insurance company managers know that a 
great deal of investment income can be made by writing insurance, and they 
are willing to lower prices in order to do this. 

The question to be asked, then, is how much can rates be lowered and still 
maintain an acceptable overall profit? It should be noted that, in practice. 
actuaries do not have complete control of the pricing process. Underwriting and 
marketing personnel have considerable input. If actuaries do not calculate the 
contribution of investment income to the profitability of a line of insurance, 
someone else will. And the resulting “calculation” may amount to no more than 
a reaction to competitive pressures. 

The question is not whether to reflect investment income in the calculation 
of rates. Instead the question is hokc, to reflect investment income in the calcu- 
lation of rates. 
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This paper considers the effect of investment income in the choice of the 
parameters of a retrospective rating plan. With current methodology, the param- 
eters of a retrospective rating plan are chosen to place the plan in balance on a 
nominal, or underwriting basis. By this we mean that the expected retrospective 
premium is equal to the sum of the losses, expenses. and the anticipated profit. 
However. it is possible for different plans to have the same expected premium 
and have different cash flows. 

For example, a plan with no maximum will have premium flowing in as 
long as losses develop, while a plan with a low maximum will stop producing 
premium as the insured breaks the maximum. Not all insureds will break the 
maximum, but there will, on average. be a faster premium How for the low 
maximum plan because of the higher basic and the increased number of insureds 
who do break the maximum. 

Other factors, such as the loss conversion factor and the minimum premium 
factor will also affect the cash flow of a retrospective rating plan. 

This paper will provide a way of calculating the present value of the 
retrospective premium. Using this methodology. one can compare the proft- 
ability of various retrospective rating plans on a discounted or operating basis. 
This method also applies to paid loss retros. It I\ also possible to calculate 
parameters of a plan that will yield a predetermined operuting protit. 

The principal tool used will be the collective risk model. Excess pure 
premiums will be calculated for the insured at various stages of development. 
One can then calculate the expected retrospective premium at each stage, and 
obtain the present value of the retrospective premium. 

This technique will enable the insurer to offer a standard incurred loss retro 
which is competitive with a paid loss retro. This alternative could help relieve 
some of the pressure that the Internal Revenue Service is putting on paid loss 
retros. In addition. it will become possible to price a retro with loss development 
factors. This will minimize the size of retrospective adjustments as time passes. 

We begin by defning the parameters of a retrospective rating plan 

2. I‘HE YAKAMtTEKS DEFINI~I) 

The retrospective premium. K, for an insured is given by the following 
formula [ 1 I: 

R = (B + c.E + c.L).t. 
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R is subject to a maximum of G and a minimum of H. 

B is the basic premium. Traditionally, B covers general expenses, profit, 
and the insurance charge (i.e., the net cost of the minimum and maximum 
premium provisions). There is no particular reason why B has to be set equal 
to these cost provisions. In its pure form, B is simply an amount used to 
determine the retrospective premium. 

The factor c is called the loss conversion factor. Traditionally, c covers the 
loss adjustment expenses. Again, there is no reason why it has to be set equal 
to a loss adjustment factor. In its pure form. c is simply a factor used to 
determine the retrospective premium. 

Many retrospective rating plans provide that no claim amount over a spec- 
ified loss limit shall be used to calculate the retrospective premium. In this case, 
the expected value of the losses resulting from this provision must be added to 
the retrospective premium. This amount is denoted by E. 

L represents the actual losses, subject to the per claim loss limit. incurred 
under the plan. Premium taxes are provided for by the factor 1. 

In order to keep this paper as simple as possible. we will not consider the 
effect of loss limits and premium taxes until the end of the paper. We shall also 
ignore the minimum premium. This results in a simplified formula for the 
retrospective premium: 

R = B + c.L. 

subject to the maximum, G. 

The timing of the retrospective premium payments is of particular impor- 
tance. Recall that some claims are open a long time before final settlement. 
Thus, incurred losses are necessarily estimates of the final claims costs. Expe- 
rience has shown these estimates are usually low, so one should expect the 
retrospective premium to increase over time. The first calculation is based on 
losses reported eighteen months after the effective date of the policy. Subsequent 
calculations are performed on a yearly basis. Payments typically lag three 
months behind the retrospective premium calculations. 

It is usually required to make a premium payment before the first retrospec- 
tive adjustment. Traditionally, this payment has the standard premium due on 
the effective date of the policy. More recently, the trend has been to pay an 
amount totaling less than the standard premium in installments. 
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We will be following a single hypothetical inhured throughout this paper. 
The loss and expense information for this insured is given in the following 
table. 

TABLE I 

EXPECTED INWKRED LOSSES 
EXPECTED Loss ADJ. EXP. 

OTHER EXPENSES 

TO-~AI. 

NOhllNAI. 

$ I .000,000 
I00.000 
57.500 

$1.157.S00 

PKbSt-NI VAI.L:t; Al 8% 

$x20.000 
X7.000 
55 .OOO 

$962,000 

The expected incurred losses for each retrospective adjustment period are given 
in the following table. 

TABLE 2 

RETROSPECTIVE ADIUSTMKNT Ex~+.c. I ED 1NC'UKKI:D LOSSES 

#I ((1 18 MONTHS $833,333 
#2 ((1 30 MONTHS 946.970 
#3 @l 42 MONTHS 975.610 
#4 @I 54 MONTHS 986, I93 
#5 (?I 66 MONTHS Y9 1.080 

#6 (il 78 MONTHS 996.016 
#7 6 ')o MONTHS I .ooo.ooo 

In order to calculate the average retrospective premium, one needs to have 
tables of excess pure premiums which correspond to each retrospective adjust- 
ment. These tables are provided in Exhibit 1. The Heckman-Meyers algorithm 
[2] was used to generate these tables. While the input for this algorithm could 
be provided, it seems just as easy to assume the tables arc given. These tables 
provide excess pure premiums for loss amounts in increments of $10,000. Linear 
interpolation can be used to calculate excess pure premiums for loss amounts 
that are not a multiple of $10.000. 
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The average retrospective premium is calculated in the following manner 
131. Detine the effective maximum to be equal to (G - B)ic. and let X be the 
excess pure premium for losses over the effective maximum. Then, the average 
retrospective premium is given by: 

The average retrospective premium must be calculated for each evaluation 
period. 

As an example. assume B = $232.450, G = $1,.500,0(K). (‘ = 1. I. and 
El.!,] = $1,000,000. Then the effective maximum equals $I, 152,320. By linear 
interpolation on Exhibit 1 (90 months), we find X = $13 1,775 and E[R] + 
$1.187.500. 

3. THE STANDAKD 1NCURRED LOSS RETRO 

We first calculate the expected underwriting profit for a standard incurred 
loss retro. We need only consider the seventh (final) retrospective adjustment 
for this calculation. 

TABLE 3 

BASIC $232,450 
L.C.F. 1.1 
MAXIMUM $1,500,000 
E[R] (nl 90 MTHS. I, 187,500 
Loss & EXPENSE I ,157.500 
UNDERWRITING PROFIT 30,000 

This plan was designed to yield approximately the 2.5% underwriting profit that 
is budgeted in standard Workers’ Compensation rate filings. 

Next, we calculate the expected operating profit for the same plan assuming 
an effective annual interest rate of 8%. That is to say, for example, that a 
payment due in three months is discounted at a rate of 1.08” ‘5. A deposit 
premium of $960,000 is to be payable in six quarterly installments of $160,000. 
The present value of the deposit premium is $915,410. Additional amounts of 
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premium due to retrospective adjustments are assumed to be paid three months 
after the calculation of the retrospective premium. 

TABLE 4 

BASIC 

L.C.F. 

MAXIMUM 
DESWSIT 
E[R] @I 18 MI'HS. 

((1 3oMIHS. 

((1 42 MI HS. 

((1 54 MIHS. 

Ctl 66 M.IHS. 

61 78 M'IHS. 

((1 90 M'IHS. 

P.V. RETRO PREMIUM 

P.V. LOSS & EXPkNSI: 

OPERA IING PKOEI I 

$232.450 
I.1 

s I ,soo,ooo 
960,000 

I .078.380 
l.l.55.720 
1.173,210 
I, I7Y .4X0 
1. I X2.340 
I . I x5.300 
I, 187,500 
I. 103.720 

Y62.000 
131.720 

In this example we see that the standard rating method yields an operating profit 
of nearly 12% of the ultimate average retrospective premium. This is tine if the 
competition will allow it. If not, the insurance company management must 
decide what operating protit to seek. 

Suppose management decides to seek an operating profit of $100.000. 
Perhaps there is a vague notion that an underwriting prom of $30,000 already 
anticipates a certain amount of investment income. and is not appropriate for 
an operating profit. Anyway, the question becomes one of selecting the basic 
premium that yields the desired operating profit. This can be done by repeating 
the calculations of Table 4 on a trial and error basis, although a numerical 
method may yield the desired solution mot-c quickly 131. The results of this 
process are in the following table. 
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TABLE 5 

BASK 

L.C.F. 

MAXIMUM 

DEPOSIT 

E[R] fi!' 18 MTHS. 

(il 30 M-I‘HS. 

61’ 42 MTHS. 

(it 54 MTHS. 

@I' 66 MTHS. 

(iC 78 MTHS. 

(iC' 90 MTHS. 

P.V. RETRO PREMIUM 

P.V. Loss & EXPENSE 

OPEKATING PROFIT 

$167,150 
I.1 

$1,500,000 
960,000 

1,024,l00 
1.106,410 
1,125,210 
I,l31,970 
I, 135,050 
l,l38,140 
I, 140,620 
I ,062,000 

962,000 
100.000 

Having described how to select the basic premium which yields a predeter- 
mined operating profit. it should be pointed out that it is possible to fix the 
basic premium and select the loss conversion factor which yields a predetermined 
operating profit. 

Certain other cash How provisions of a retrospective rating plan are often 
subject to negotiation between insurer and insured. Thus it seems appropriate 
that we show how to account for them. 

4. RETRO DEVELOPMENT FACTORS 

An optional provision of most retrospective rating plans is to adjust the 
incurred losses to their ultimate value by means of a loss (or retro) development 
factor. An advantage to the insured is that the retrospective premium is close 
to its ultimate value at the first retrospective adjustment. A disadvantage is that 
the insured must pay the premium sooner. To overcome this disadvantage, the 
insurer can offer to lower either the basic premium or the loss conversion factor. 



In the followmg table we consider the latter option. The deposit premium 
is to be paid in installments ;I\ before. Although several retrospective adjust- 
ments are made. the contribution of the later adjustments is assumed to be 
negligible. The final table of excess pure premiums in Exhibit I (evaluated at 
90 months) was used to calculate the average rctrospectivc premium at the first 
adjustment. 

TABLE 6 

BASIC 

I..C‘.F. 

MAXIMUN 

DEWSI r 

E[RJ @i IX blIHS. 

P.V. RErRo PRE~III’M 

PV. Loss & ENH:NSk 
~h’ER~AIlNC; PROFI I 

%167.150 
I.0775 

5 1 .suo.ow 
960,000 

1,127.730 
I .06’.ow 

963 .ooo 
100.0(X) 

The results of this calculation should be directly comparable with the previous 
calculation (Table 5). The introduction of retro development factors caused 
about a I. I c/c decrease in the avderage retrospective premium on a nominal basis. 

The accuracy of this calculation depends upon our ability to calculate the 
proper loss development factors. Even if we get the correct overall loss devel- 
opment factors. changes in the shape of the aggregate loss distribution over 
time will affect the average retrospective premium. The author suspects that the 
result, over time. will be a thicker tail for the aggregate loss distribution, a 
higher excess pure premium, and a slight decrease in the average retrospective 
premium. Losses which are re-valued upward will be limited by the maximum 
premium, while losses which are valued downward will be unaffected. A full 
treatment of this effect is beyond the scope of this paper. 

5. PAID Loss REPROS 

A very popular rating plan in recent years has been the so called “paid loss 
retro.” While the details of the financial transactions may vary. a typical plan 
could work as follows. A basic premium is paid. possibly in installments. The 
retrospective premium based on paid losses is continuously paid from a special 
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fund set up by the insured. At some point in time, usually 54 months after the 
effective date, the plan switches over to an ordinary incurred loss retro. 

The continuous adjustment of the retrospective premium presents a technical 
problem. There is always the possibility that the insured will break the maximum 
on paid losses before the 54 month switchover. This could, in theory, require 
daily tables of excess pure premiums. In practice, the possibility of breaking 
the maximum before the switchover is considered remote, and is ignored in the 
following calculations. The average retrospective premium can then be estimated 
using ordinary loss payout patterns. 

The effect of this simplifying assumption would be to overstate the average 
retrospective premium before the switchover. It will be corrected at the 54 
month adjustment. The end result will be to overstate the present value of the 
average retrospective premium by the amount of interest earned on the excess 
pure premium before the switchover. This should be a negligible amount. 

Let us assume that our hypothetical insured is expected to have paid 
$800.000 in losses by the switchover time, and that the present value of these 
payments is $720,000. Let us also assume that the basic premium is paid on 
the effective date of the plan. The following table describes the plan in detail. 

TABLE 7 

BASIC 

L.C.F. 

MAXIMUM 

E[PAID R] 
E[R] 61' 54 MTHS. 

@I 66 MTHS. 

@I 78 MTHS. 

61’ 90 MTHS. 

P.V. E[PAID R] 
P.V. RETRO PREMIUM 

P.V. LOSS&EXPENSE 
OPERATING PROFIT 

$ 215,170 
1.1 

$ I ,500,000 
1,095,170 
1,167,130 
I ) 170,050 
I, 172,980 
1,175,320 
1007,170 
I ,062,000 

962,000 
100,000 



The results of this calculation should be directly comparable to the straight 
incurred loss retro (Table 5). The paid loss provision caused about a 3%’ increase 
in the average retrospective premium on a nominal basis. 

6. EXCESS I.OSS PREMlL:M AND 1.4X MC’1.T1PI.IF.R 

We did not consider the excess loss premium or the tax multiplier in the 
above calculations. The intent was to keep the discussion as simple as possible. 
We now show how to modify the calculation to take these into account. 

On the premium side of the calculation, the only adjustment needed to 
handle the loss limit is to input a limited claim severity distribution into the 
Heckman-Meyers algorithm. 

No adjustment is needed on the loss and expense side. Make note that the 
present value of the unlimited losses is still used. 

A wrinkle in the above adjustment occurs vvhen the excess layer is reinsured 
and one wants to incorporate the cost of reinsurancc in the pricing. In this case 
one takes the sum of the present value of the limited losses and the cost of the 
reinsurance. This sum is used in place of the present value of the unlimited 
losses. A note of caution: the payout pattern for limited losses is taster than 
that of unlimited losses. 

Premium taxes are paid on the basis of written premium. One should note 
that retrospective adjustments are also adjustments in written premium. The 
present value of the premium taxes can be calculated by using the average 
retrospective premium at each adjustment. 

The following question should be asked at this point. Do we really need to 
have separate factors in the retrospective rating plan for excess losses and 
premium taxes? 

Tax multipliers are not used in guaranteed cost plans. so why use them for 
retrospective rating? Rates for other guaranteed cost plans reflect premium taxes, 
and so could the basic premium and the loss conversion factor. Skurnick [5] 
put the excess premium into the basic premium for the California Table L, and 
there is no reason why this could not be done for all retrospective rating plans. 

What really matters is that the present value of the retrospective premium 
is equal to the profit plus the present value of the losses and expenses. This can 
be accomplished by a proper selection of the basic premium and the loss 
conversion factor. The result will be a simpler fi)rnmula for retrospective rating. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

This paper is written under the premise that an explicit calculation of 
investment income is superior to the implicit recognition of investment income 
that some suggest is in many present rating formulas. We do not attempt to 
determine the proper operating profit. This task belongs to insurance company 
management and/or regulators. It does not belong to some ratemaking formula 
based on underwriting profit. 

We have provided a methodology for finding the expected operating profit 
for a retrospective rating plan. This methodology is presently used by at least 
one major insurance company. 

The author suspects that the more complicated versions of retrospective 
rating, such as paid loss retros, arose because the present plan does not allow 
for investment income. Now that the various versions of retrospective rating 
can be rated on a comparable basis, it is hoped that the more complicated 
versions will no longer be necessary. Retrospective rating can be made simple. 
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EXHIBIT I 

EXCESS PURE PREMIUMS 

.I 25 

LOSSES VAI.L.~,D A I IX MONTHS 

Expwrw LOSXS = $833.333 

Lows VAI.UF.D AT 30 MONTHS 
EXPECTED Losses = 5946.970 

Loss 

AMOLIN I 

$YOO.OOO 0.6508 
‘)10.000 0.6594 
920.000 0.667X 
930.000 0.6760 
940.000 0.6830 
9so.OOa 0.6919 
960,OOil 0.6996 
970,OOiI 0.7071 
980.000 0.7144 
99O.OOa 0.7216 

I .ooo,cw 0.72X6 
I ,010,ooo 0.7355 
I .020,000 0.7422 
1.030,ooo 0.7488 
I .04o.Ow 0.7552 
I .oso.ooo 0.7614 
I .060.000 0.7675 
I ,070.000 0.7735 
I .08O.w0 0.7793 
I .09o.c00 0.7850 
1.100,ooo 0.7906 
1.110.c0O 0.7960 
1.120.000 0.8013 
1.130,000 0.8065 
I .140.000 0.81 IS 
1.150.000 0.8165 
1.160.000 0.8213 
1.170.000 0.8260 
1,180.@30 0.8306 
I, 190.000 0.8350 
I ,200.000 0.8394 
1.210.000 0.8436 
I ,220,OOO 0.8478 
I .23O,ooO 0.8519 
I ,240.OOO 0.8558 
I ,250,OOO 0.8597 
1.260,OOo 0.8634 
1.270.000 0.867 I 
1.280.000 0.8707 
1.290.000 0.8742 
I .300.000 0.8776 

Exwss Puw 

PREMII:M 

Loss 

AMWNT 

CUMULATIVE 

PROBARILHTY 

EXCESS PURE 

PREMIUM 

$129.345 $900,000 0.5469 $196.000 
12.5.846 910,000 0.5561 191,516 
122.532 920,000 0.5653 187.123 
119.251 930,000 0.5742 182,820 
I lh.OSI 940,000 O.SX3I 178,607 
112,930 950,000 0.5918 174,48 I 
109,887 960,000 0.6003 170,442 
106.920 Y7O.OGa 0.608X 166.487 
104,028 98O.OGa 0.6170 162,616 
IOI.208 990.000 0.6252 158,827 
98,459 I .ooo.ooo 0.6332 155.1 I9 
95.780 I .010,000 0.6410 151,490 
93,168 I ,020,ooa 0.6487 141,939 
90.623 I ,030.ooo 0.6563 144,464 
X8.143 I .040.000 0.6638 141,064 
X5.726 I .050,000 0.67 I I 137,739 
83.37 I I .060,000 0.6782 134,485 
81,076 1.070,000 0.6853 131,303 
78,840 I .080.oao 0.6922 128, I90 
76.662 1.090,000 0.6989 125,145 
74.540 l,lOO,OOO 0.7056 122,168 
72,473 1.110.000 0.7121 119,256 

70.459 I. 120.000 0.7185 116,409 

68.498 I ,I30,000 0.7247 113,625 
66,588 1,140,000 0.7309 110,903 
64.728 1.150,OOlI 0.7369 108,241 
62.917 1,160.OOO 0.7427 105,639 
61,153 1.170.000 0.7485 103,095 
59.435 l,180,000 0.7542 100,609 
57,763 1,190,000 0.7597 98,178 
56,135 I ,200,OOo 0.7651 95,802 
54.5so 1.210.000 0.7704 93,479 
53,007 I ,220,Ooo 0.7756 91.209 
5 I.505 I ,230,OOO 0.7807 88.991 
50.043 I ,240.OOO 0.7857 86,823 
48.620 I .25o,ooo 0.7906 84,704 
47.235 I .260.000 0.7954 82,634 
45,887 I ,270.OOO 0.8ool 80.61 I 
44,576 I .280,000 0.8046 78,635 
43,300 I ,290,ooO 0.8091 76,703 
42,058 1,300,OOO 0.8135 74.816 
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EXHIBIT 1 

EXCESS PURE PREMIUMS 

LOSSES VAI.UED A i 42 MON I HS 
EXP~.CIED Losses = $Y75.610 

Loss 

AMU~N r 
CUMUI ATIVF 
PROBABII.IT~ 

$Yoo,ooo 0.5218 
Y 10,ooo 0.53 I I 
920,ooo 0.5403 
930,ooa O.SJ94 
Y4O.ooo 0.5584 
YSO.ooo 0.5672 
96O.OOO 0.5759 
97o.cQo 0.5844 
98O.QOO 0.5928 
YW.OtM) 0.6011 

I.ooo.o(x) 0.6093 
1.010.ow 0.6173 
1.020.oca 0.62.52 
1.030,ooo 0.6330 
1.040,ooo 0.6406 
1.050,ooo 0.648 I 
1.060,OOO 0.6555 
1.070,ooo 0.6627 
l.OUO,OOO 0.6698 
1.090.ooo 0.6768 
l.loo.ooo 0.6837 
1.110.ooo 0.69O4 
1.120.wo 0.6970 
l.130.ooo 0.7035 
1.14o.ooo 0.7099 
l.1.50.ooa 0.7161 
l,l6o,ooa 0.7222 
1.170,ooa 0.7282 
l.lXO.000 0.7341 
1,190.ooo 0.7399 
1,200.ooo 0.7455 
1,210.ooo 0.75 I 1 
1.220.ooo 0.7565 
1,730.ooo 0.7618 
1.24O.OOO 0.7670 
I .2so.o00 0.7722 
1.26O.OOO 0.7772 
1.27O.OOQ 0.7821 
1,280.OOO 0.7869 
1,290.oGa 0.7916 
1,3OO.ooO 0.7962 

$213.htXl 
2OY.X6S 
205.223 
700,672 
lY6,210 
191.838 
IX7,5S3 
1X2.3.55 
179.241 
175.111 
171.267 
167.3Y6 
163.608 
159.XYY 
156.267 
lS2.711 
139.229 
145.x20 
I42.4X3 
13Y.216 
136.019 
132.889 
129.826 
126.X2') 
123.895 
121.02s 
I18.316 
IlS.46X 
112.77') 
IlO.14') 
107.576 
105.05x 
102.SY6 
I0().lXX 
07.x.32 
95.528 
93,274 
Yl.070 
xn.YIs 
X6,X0X 
x4.747 

$Y00,000 
Y I0,otW) 
Y20,ooo 
‘)30,ooo 
040,ooo 
Yso.ooo 
Y6O.oCW) 
Y7O.ow 
Yno.oou 
Y9O.oofl 

I.ooo.oot) 
1.010.ooo 
1.020.ooc) 
1.03o.MMl 
1.o40.o0c1 
1.050.ooo 
I .MO.ooo 
1.070.ooo 
I .080.0(M) 
1.090.ooo 
l.Ioo.ow 
I,I lo.cna 
l,I20.ooU 
1.130,ow 
1.140.c0o 
1. I so.ow) 
I. lhO.O(H) 
l.170.ooo 
I.180,OW 
I. I Y0,oao 
I .?00.000 
1.210.ooo 
1.720.ooo 
1.730.000 
1.240,OOO 
I .2so.ooo 
1.?6Q.ooo 
1.270,ooo 
1.280.000 
1.?9O.ooo 
I.300.ooo 

Exctx PUKt 

PREMIUM 

0.5177 S22l.641 
0.5221 216.815 
0.5313 212.081 
NS4o4 207.440 
0.5493 202.888 
0.5581 198.426 
0.5664, 194.051 
0.5755 189.763 
0.5x40 185,560 
0.5923 181,442 
0.600s 177,406 
0 60X6 173.452 
Oh166 16Y.578 
0.6244 165.782 
0 632 I 162,065 
0 6397 158.423 
0.6471 154.x.57 
0 hS44 151,365 
0.66lh 147.945 
0.6686 144,596 
0.6756 141,317 
0.6X24 13x.106 
0 6X91 134.963 
0 6956 131.887 
0 702 I IZX.X7S 
0 70x4 125.927 
0.7146 123.042 
0 7207 120.218 
0.7266 117.454 
0.7325 114.749 
0.73x2 112.103 
0.7438 109.513 
0.74Y4 106.Y7X 
0.754x 104.499 
0.7Mll 102.073 
117653 99.700 
0.7704 Y7.378 
0.7754 95.106 
0.7803 92.884 
0.785 I Yo.71 I 
0.7XYX XX.585 
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EXHIBIT 1 

EXCESS PURE PREMIUMS 

CUMUI A I IVE. 

PKOHAHII IIY 

$900.000 050x6 

Y 10.000 O.Sl79 

920,000 0.527 I 
930.000 0.5362 
940.000 0.5452 
950,000 0.5.540 
960.000 (I..5628 
970.000 0.57 l-4 

Yxo.ooo OS7YY 

Y90,ooo o.sxx3 

I .ooo.ooo O.SYhS 

I .0I0.000 0.6046 

I ,020,ooo 0.6126 
I .030,ow 0.6204 
I ,040.000 0.6282 
I .OSO.(K)O 0.6358 
I ,060.ooo 0 6432 
I .070.000 0.6506 
I ,080.000 0.6578 
I ,090.000 0.664Y 
1.100.000 0.6718 
I.1 10.000 0.6787 
I. I20.000 0.6X54 
I , I30,oca 0.6920 
I. I40,000 0.698.5 
I , I so.cw 0.7048 
I, 160.000 0.71 IO 
I , I70.000 0.7172 
I. 18O.OfM) 0.7232 
I , I 90.000 0.729 I 
I ,200,OOo 0.7348 
I .2lO.OoO 0.740s 
I ,220.OOo 0.7460 
I .23O,OaO 0.7515 
I ,240.000 0.7568 
I .250.000 0.7621 
I .26n.(xx) 0.7672 
I .270.000 0.7723 
1.28O.ooo 0.7772 
I .290,0(W) 0.7820 
I ,300,0(x) 0.7868 

EXCt.SS PIIRk 
PK~MICM 

Loss 
AMOIIN I 

CUMUL.ATIVE 

PRUBABILI FY 

EXCESS PURE 
PREMIUM 

$2X.Y22 $Yoo ,ooo 0.5044 $228.254 
220.054 910,000 0.5137 223.34.5 
21.5.279 920.000 0.5229 218,528 
2lO.SYS 030,ooo 0.5320 213.803 
206.002 940,000 0.5410 209.168 
20 I .4YY 9so.000 0.5499 204.622 
197,083 960.000 0.5.586 200.16.5 
lY2.754 ‘)70.000 0.5673 195.795 
Isx.510 9x0.000 0.5758 191.510 
184.351 990,oOO 0.5842 IX7.310 
I80.275 I .O(H).OOO 0.5924 183.1Y3 
176,280 I .0I0.000 0.6006 179.lS8 
372.366 I ,020.000 0.6086 175,203 
168.531 I .030*Ow 0.6164 171.328 
164,774 I .040,000 0.6242 167.532 
I6 I .OY4 I .oso.Ooo 0.6318 163.812 
1.57.489 I .060.000 0.6393 160.167 
1.53.957 I .070.000 0.6467 156,597 
lSO.4YY I ,080,000 0.6539 153. IOU 
137.112 I .090.(x)0 0.661 I 149.675 
143,7Y6 1.100.000 0.6681 146.321 
I40.54X I.1 I0.000 0.6749 143.036 
137.368 I, 120.000 0.6817 139,818 
134.255 I, 130.O(H) 0.6883 136.668 
131.207 I. 140.000 0.6948 133.S84 
12x.223 I. I50.000 0.7012 I30.564 
I25.302 I , I60.000 0.7075 127,607 
122,443 I. I7O.oOO 0.7136 124.712 
119.645 I. I X0.000 0.7197 121.879 
Il6.906 I I YO.000 0.7256 Il9.los 
114.225 I ,200.OOO 0.7314 116,390 
111.601 1.210.oOO 0.7371 113.732 
109,034 I .220.000 0.7427 111,131 
106.S22 I .230,000 0.7482 108,585 
104.063 I ,240.ooo 0.7536 106.094 
101.6% I .2so,OOO 0.7588 103.656 
99.304 I ,260,OOO 0.7640 101,270 
97.001 I .270,00 0.7691 98,936 
94,748 I ,280.OOO 0.7741 96.65 I 
92,544 I .2YO.O00 0.7789 Y4.416 
90,388 I .3OO.OOO 0.7837 Y2.229 

Lossts Vu.uED AI 78 MONTHS 
ExPtcrtD LOSSES = $996,016 

127 



128 RETROSPECTIVE RATING 

EXHIBIT 1 

EXCESS PURE PREMIUMS 

Lows V&I 11tu AI Yo MOHIHS 

EXPM I F.D Lossts = $ I .Ow.O(K) 

Loss 

AMOL!N I 

$9oo.ooo 

910.000 

920.000 
930.000 
Y40,OlN 
950,ooll 
Y60,ooo 
970,000 
980.000 
9YO.000 

I .ooo.ooo 
I ,010,000 

I ,020,ooo 

I ,030.wO 
I ,040.Ow 

I .050.wO 

I ,060.ooo 

I .070.000 
I .080,0(x) 

I .oYO,OOO 

1.100.000 

I, 110,000 

l,120.ooo 

1,130.OOa 

1.140.000 

1.150.000 

I. 160.000 

I. 17o.Oal 

1.180.000 

I, 190,000 

I .200.@30 

I .2lO.c00 

I .220.000 

I .230.000 

I ,240.OOO 
I ,250.cao 

I ,260,OoO 
I ,270.CKKl 
I ,280,OOO 
I ,290.ooO 
I .3OO.o00 

0 5010 

0 s IOi 
0 SIYS 
0 S2X7 
I) 5377 
O.SJhS 
0 5.553 
0 %-IO 
0 5725 
0 SXOY 
I) 5XY2 
0 507.3 
0 bos3 
1) hIi2 

0.6210 

0 h2Xh 

0.6362 
0 h33h 
0 650X 
0 hSX0 
0 hhS0 
0 6719 
0.67X7 
O.bXS? 
0 6YlY 
0 hYXi 
0 7(!46 
0 7108 
0 716X 
0 722X 
0.77X6 
0.7 34-i 
0.7410 
0 7355 
0 7509 
0 7562 
0 761-l 
0 7665 
0 771.5 
0 1765 
0 7813 

Exe FSS PURL 

PR~~MIUM 
- 

523O.YS7 
276.014 
221.163 
2lh.JOS 

711.73h 

207. IS7 
702.667 
IYX.263 
lY3.945 
lXY.712 
IX5.5h2 

IXl.3Y4 

177.50X 
173.6OC) 
IhY.771 
I hh.020 
Ih2.344 

lSX.712 

155,214 

lSl.7SX 

14X.372 
14S.057 
I4l.XlO 
I3X.630 
15.516 
132.467 
124.4X I 
17h.SSX 
123.696 
I ?(I.XYJ 
I IX.151 
115.466 
I 12.X37 
IlO.26S 
107.747 
lOS.ZX3 
102.X7I 
lotb.51 I 
9X.201 
95.941 
Yi.729 


